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1- You wouldn't be in a good........................... if you were in difficulty.
1. lust

2. temper

3. relief

4. invasion

2- Person who helps criminal in a criminal act is called......................................
1. spy

2. vandal

3. accomplice

4. terrorist

3- H.H.Munro '(Saki) reputation lies in his.......................................
1. short stories

2. plays

3. novels

4. poems

4- " To rub a person the wrong way" means.............
1. misunderstand him

2. hurt his feelings

3. suspect him

4. hold him in contempt

5- You will need support to............................. such programme.
1. carry away

2. carry out

3. carry off

4. carry on

6- The old man heard the........................ of the wind in the branches.
1. whisper

2. sob

3. titter

4. sniff

7- Accidents ..................... driving at high speed were very common that weekend.
1. although

2. for

3. due to

4. because

8- He worked in munitions factory during the war. "Munition" means............................
1. military weapons

2. concentration camp

3. boarding school

4. labor market

9- The advertisement will........................... the attention of the people.
1. sprinkle

2. intrude

3. relieve

4. capture

10- The money or land which a woman brings to her husband at marriage is called...............................
1. dowry

2. rattle

3. remission

4. drudgery

11- An innocent man was............................ to death for a thing he had not done.
1. commited

2. concentrated

3. sentenced

4. overwhelmed

12- The exhausted men had to ........................... for five miles through the snow.
1. creep
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2. stagger

3. stroll
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4. trudge
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13- He ................................. under oath that the car was being driven slowly at the time of accident.
1. mumbled

2. testified

3. resigned

4. devoted

14- Have you commited a murder that you stand there dumb as a................................?
1. mire

2. snake

3. fish

4. lark

15- This is the very ................... where the murder was committed.
1. dock

2. spot

3. latch

4. strap

16- It is his ambition to meet Maria Callas in the...................................
1. street

2. face

3. flesh

4. skin

17- If you lose something you generally...............................
1. look at it

2. look it over

3. look for it

4. look it up

18- No one in his .............................. would have done such a thing.
1. intelligence

2. reason

3. senses

4. mind

19- Robert hasn't got a very strong character, you know. He generally runs with the hare and hunts

with the hounds. These sentences means...................
1. he generally gives his loyalties to both sides
2. he generally deceives both sides
3. he generally irritates both sides
4. he generally exploits both sides

20- I liked him at once, and we've been friends ever since. Liked here is equivalent to .....................
1. took after

2. took in

3. took up

4. took to

3. up

4. with

21- If I take the flat, will you do it................?
1. away

2. for

22- A faint hope is still................................... in his heart.
1. trembling

2. crumpling

3. flickering

4. prespirating

23- He arrived with his rifle.......................... over his shoulder.
1. slung

2. gulp

3. gibber

4. deliver

24- There may be a ................................. if there is an increase in the price of food-stuffs.
1. ruse
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2. riot

3. row
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4. roar
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25- He is not philanthropist; every thing he does is ............................
1. for certain

2. for effort

3. for effect

4. for gain

26- They were ................................. in to silence by the sternness of her voice.
1. dismissed

2. twittered

3. awed

4. plowed

3. in to

4. round

27- How do you get........................... your boss?
1. on with

2. over

28- We had a whale of a time. This sentence means.................................
1. we enjoyed ourselves

2. we spent too much money

3. we had a lot of problems

4. we were early

29- It's a great pity, but he has let himself go to............................... recently. He must pull himself

together.
1. ruin

2. seed

3. shabbiness

4. old-age

30- I've got the bone to pick with you. This sentence means.............................
1. I have something to complain

2. I have something to explain

3. I have something to testify

4. I have something to protect
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